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Description of item

Ko-Imari overglaze Kakiemon style elephant figurines antiquities rarity [QQyN1EE]

 

 

　Product Details

Thank you for your viewing.  

This time, we were allowed to be sold join us in the net auction. 

It has been entrusted with a number of valuable goods. 

Every day a variety of goods, because it sells thank you. 

 

 

 

xvpbvx

 

xvpbvx
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■ Size / horizontal 21cm × vertical 11cm 

 

 

 

thread by ■ state / secular, small scratches Yes 

　　　　check so we have up until the details at ※ The photograph, please offer a bid after consent. 

　About bid

The newer one and the direction of evaluation is remarkably bad bidder, there is a case where I am allowed t

o delete a bid.  

Please tell the purchase intention in advance to the question column If you would like to bid in the way of th

e above. 

I would appreciate your favor a subsequent bid. 

If the worse one of new and evaluation are bid may be deleted. 

For the above reason, when the direction of the next has become the highest bidder, you give me a bid only

those who can understand can not be canceled. 

　Notes

Those with no real guarantee that transcription will be covered by the warranty because authenticity is unkn

own.  

It might look different from the actual product and color depending on your personal computer or display set

tings. 

Antiques, it is difficult to publish all of the information for the antique ones. 

Therefore, the deterioration due to aging, such as images and descriptions also dirt and [sure] in addition to

the sentence, damage, and the bid of the premise that there is a repair mark, bid on the basis of the overall

value judgment by the insights of a bid from a given image presenter we judge that the one that is. 

Therefore, any chance omission of the posted image and descriptive text information, the bid also was the r

eason that point and after a goods receipt after a bid in case there was a clerical error cancellation, returne

d goods can not be accepted. Please note. 

 

Era, artist name, status and material, and the like is not to determine on the basis of the subjective. 

In addition, please bid in the amount to be purchased on the self-responsibility by the insights of the bidders

in the or there is not received all of the items appraised. 

Street except items marked a real guarantee described above, please bid as replication because it may be di

fferent from the title description. 

 

If it finds that "guarantee" Except for the personal view in what has been described as a forgery by the appr

aisal of the public recognized predetermined appraiser and institutions in the title commodity explanation col

umn, successful bid price, the full amount will be refunded with Shipping . 

Refund in that case costs associated with appraisal fee and its only in the highest bid and shipping is not po

ssible to be able to bear. 

 

Delete false bid I can not do. 

By any chance, if you have a successful bid in the false bid you will be asked to pay 25% of the successful bi
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d price as either a cancellation fee purchase. Please note. 

 

Up to one hour before the end of the auction is subject to write-once. 

Bid after the write-once the time, to determine the tender on that became to see the postscript. Thank you

to tender after confirming. 

 

 

※ those with no real guarantee that transcription will be covered by the warranty because authenticity is u

nknown. 

※ guaranteed authentic products, the unlikely event that a determination that the official appraiser, or in th

e official appraiser is not a real-autograph is made, on top of the repayment of the successful bid price, it re

sponds to returned goods. 

　 However, about what there is a real guarantee in the title commodity explanation column, please contact u

s to the effect that the expert opinion within one week from the commodity successful bid day. 

※ If there is no contact us within one week, please note that will void the warranty. 

※ appraisal fees, transportation costs, overhead costs, etc. Please bear in yourself. 

※ When it is tender, it shall be deemed to have agreed all, such as the above description and notes. 

　About after a successful bid

Fill out, such as the successful bidder information within three days after a successful bid, the person there

is no contact us  

, please understand that it may be deleted by the highest bidder convenience. 

Please give me after a successful bid to contact immediately. 

 

After the payment, except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, we have been shipped to within 5 business day

s. 

If you hurry, consider if you can connect. 

After you receive the goods, thank you immediately receive contact. 

In addition, when there is damage in transit, please contact immediately the Company. 

It will be made within 3 days from the date of arrival to take advantage of insurance. 

With regard to four days after more than goods from receive, please be sure to confirm it will be excluded fr

om compensation. 

Zhu art  

, Yubinbango731-0136 

Hiroshima, Hiroshima Prefecture Asaminami District Nagatsukanishi 2-1-8 

, Tel. 090-4804-6428

 

+ + + This description of item is. Auction plate maker 2 It came out and created. + + +  

Nanba217.001.006 

The question to an exhibitor

Ko-Imari overglaze Kakiemon style elephant figurines antiquities box with scarce goods [Q ... Back to the top of the page of
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See more de

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

Get "Estimated" Rates

-Select a country-

See more de

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

Japan: 07 May, 12:17 Delivery fee estimator  Service fee estimato
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